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POSSIBLE CONFLICTS: ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

Conflict #1: I Got Game

Background: Amy and Sandy are in the same room—the best room. Their teacher
gives them and their classmates a lot of input into their classroom procedures. At the
beginning of the year, the students held some classroom community meetings to
decide how they could free up a little class time to spend on things they like to do
that fall outside the regular instructional program. Everyone agreed that if they all
stayed focused and worked hard, they would be more effective, get their work done,
and have a little extra time. They also agreed on activities they could do during free
time. One of these activities was to play board games.

Specific situation: For a few days, Amy has had her eye on a new board game that
her teacher brought into the classroom. She has not been able to play it because it is
new, and everyone wants to try it. She would like to play the game with someone
who does not make fun of other people because she’s not sure of the rules and she’s
not the best reader either. Today, when Amy starts to play the game, Sandy says she
gets to play, too. She says she has to play because she is writing about the game for a
report on her favorite free-time activity—and the report is due by the end of the day
tomorrow. Last week, Sandy made fun of Amy during a game of Clue.

Conflict #2: I’m Puzzled

Background: James and Peter love to do jigsaw puzzles and spend most of their free
time doing them. They sometimes work puzzles on their own, but really enjoy doing
them together. They have been working on a 500-piece puzzle together for the past
three days. 

Specific situation: James and Peter are working together on their 500-piece puzzle.
James takes a piece out of Peter’s hand, says “It goes right here,” and puts the piece in
place. Peter gets mad and pushes the table. The puzzle slides off the table, hits the
floor, and gets wrecked. The boys begin blaming each other. One thing leads to
another, and by the time the teacher gets there, they are calling each other names
and pushing each other. 
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Conflict #3: My Stomach Hurts

Background: The serving line in the cafeteria is really long, and it takes a long time
to get lunch. Jay is upset because every day, Albert cuts in line. Jay follows the “no
cuts” rule and thinks Albert needs to do the same. He has mentioned the situation to
one of the supervisors, but nothing has changed. Jay thinks Albert is a bully, and if the
supervisor won’t handle things, he just might. Albert has stomach problems and must
eat slowly. If he doesn’t get his lunch right away, he has to eat fast and he gets really
sick. Every day, he has a friend save him a place in line so he can get his food quickly
and have enough time to eat. He is getting annoyed with Jay, who keeps telling
everyone that Albert cuts in line and must think he’s special. Albert thinks Jay should
just mind his own business. 

Specific situation: Jay is waiting in line, hoping the supervisor finally did her job so
that he doesn’t have to deal with Albert cutting in front of him. Sure enough, though,
here comes Albert . . . and there goes Albert cutting in front of Jay again. Jay
challenges Albert. The boys start to argue, and the supervisor intervenes.
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